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Media professionals communicate at conference

By: Brianna Walker

The College of Arts, Humanities and
Social Sciences and the Office of Student Media
will host the fifth annual NSU Multimedia
Conference on Jan. 28 from 8:15 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. in the Carl DeSantis building.
The conference will feature media
professionals facilitating over 40 sessions on
topics relating to print journalism, broadcast and
film. Some session topics will include finding
internships, employment in media fields, fashion
blogging, building social media presences,
telling the multimedia story, leadership,
improving on-air performance and radio’s place
in the advancing media environment.
Conference sessions will be hosted by
media professionals from WSVN- TV, Redline
Media Group, Ocean Drive Magazine, the Sun
Sentinel, Sun Coast Press, CNN, 99 Jamz and
NSU.
This year an internship fair will be added
the conference’s activities. The conference will
also include a media panel, where attendees will
be able to ask professionals questions about their
field.
Scott Pritchett, business development
manager for Redline Media Group, has hosted
conference sessions for the past three years.

“I think the conference is a great idea for
Nova to gathers the students together and give
them a chance to hear from people who are in the
field,” Pritchett said. “The students that attend
are fantastic. They are enthusiastic about it and
they are there because they want to be there.”
Senior communication studies major, Li
Cohen, has attended the last three multimedia
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SLCE leads the way to success

A broadcast journalist talks about his work at last year’s conference.
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conferences and has even hosted her own
session for the conference.
Cohen said that one of her most memorable
moments from the conference was her freshmen
year when Adam Kuperstein, the co-anchor for
NBC 6 news on weeknights, was present.
“With the tripod and the camera, he had
to cue himself to go and he would have an

hour or less to film, edit and send, especially
with breaking news,” Cohen said. “It was just
incredible to hear him talk about all that stuff. It
inspired me in a lot of ways and made want to
be that person.”
The conference is open to the NSU
community, high school students and community
college students.
Cohen said, “If you are in the
communication field, you should go and
network. Our curriculum here at NSU is great,
but there is only so much that they can teach us
in the classroom, and going to the conference
and hearing about the reporters’ experiences
puts you on a whole other playing field.”
Registration is free for NSU students
and $10 for non-NSU students. A continental
breakfast and lunch will be served at the
conference. The dress code is business casual.
Registration is open until the day of the Jan.
23.. For more information about the conference
or to register visit nova.edu/studentmedia/
multimediaconference/index.html.

@RachaelHirstein
The Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement (SLCE) will host the annual
Leadership Conference on Jan. 28 from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in the Carl DeSantis building.
The conference will include all the
organizations from NSU, a keynote speaker,
three additional speakers and nine different
programs to choose from during three different
breakout sessions so that students can learn
about different ways of becoming a leader. A
free lunch is also provided.
Steffi Schoeder, graduate assistant
for Leadership Development and Civic
Engagement, said most presenters would be
from NSU.
“Most are professional staff or faculty
from around campus,” she said. “We also have
students who are presenting while supervised by
faculty or staff, so they will also be able to help
out other students.”
The conference will encourage students
to not only focus on academics but also on
developing leadership and communication skills.
These skills include interpersonal interaction,

personal growth, group development and
diversity and inclusion.
Gabriela Alfaro, senior business and
finance administration major and member of the
leadership conference committee, said students
that register for the conference have a great
opportunity to further develop the skills they
already have as well as an opportunity to learn
new ones.
“This conference … shows that it’s not just
about a set of steps you have to do to become
a leader but to discover what kind of leader a
student is,” she said.
This is the ninth year SLCE has hosted
this event and all students are welcome and
encouraged to attend.
“This conference is for students who
already describe themselves as leaders and for
students who don’t think they are so they can
start their leadership journey,” Schoeder said.
SLCE asks students to register for the
conference by Jan. 20 at 5 p.m. at nova.edu/
leadershipconference so that they can estimate
how many students will be at each program

Students at the SLCE Leadership Conference in 2016

during the breakout sessions. Business casual
attire is required.
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For more information, contact the SLCE
office at slce@nova.edu or call 954-262-7195.

You can now listen to RadioX online!
Tune in every night from 6-12pm at www.nova.edu/radiox/listen.html
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Stay up to date with international events.
Obama ends ‘wet foot, dry foot’ policy for
Cuban immigrants
On Jan. 12, President Obama’s administration
announced that the U.S. policy that allows Cubans
who reach American soil to become permanent
residents without a visa will end, according to
CNN. In a statement about the decision, Obama
said that this is a step towards treating Cuban
immigrants the same as immigrants from other
countries. This policy change only affects future
Cuban immigrants, not Cubans who are already in
the U.S.
African Union will not recognize Gambian
President Jammeh after his term ends
According to BBC, the African Union has
refused to recognize Yahya Jammeh as president of
Gambia after his term expires on Jan. 18. Jammeh
lost the election in December to winner Adama
Barrow. He called for an annulment of the election
results after the electoral commission admitted
that it had made some errors, but the commission
said that its errors did not affect the results of the
election. Jammeh has said that he will not resign
his presidency until the Supreme Court hears the
challenge regarding the election’s outcome in May.
Iraqi special forces enter Mosul University in
battle for Mosul
As reported by the Associated Press, senior
Iraqi officers announced that Iraqi special forces

3301 College Avenue
Student Affairs Building, Room 310
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314-7796

have entered Mosul University in their advancement
along the eastern front of the city on Jan 13. They have
taken control of the university’s technical institute
and a neighborhood on the northeastern border of
the campus. The battle between Iraqi special forces
and Islamic State (IS) forces for Mosul is entering its
fourth month. In that time, Iraqi special forces have
reclaimed a third of the city from IS control.
Collapse of building in Istanbul kills 2, injures 17
Two people were killed and 17 were injured when
an abandoned six-story building in Istanbul, Turkey
collapsed on Jan. 13, according to the New York
Times. Other buildings in the area were also damaged
because of the collapse. Earlier the same week, another
building accident in Istanbul killed one person and
injured 10.
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Jan. 11 marks first day in two years without
murders in El Salvador
El Salvador recorded its first day without a single
homicide in two years on Jan. 11, according to NBC
News. With 81.2 murders for every 100,000 people and
an average of 14.4 homicides each day, El Salvador is
one of the most violent countries in the world, although
its murder rate fell last year. These high numbers are
the result of the country’s warring gangs, which have
driven thousands of citizens to leave for Mexico.
NBC News reported that the day without homicides is
possibly the result of a truce between opposing gangs.

Seth Siegel to discuss global water shortages
and solutions
NSU’s Distinguished Speakers Series is
having Seth M. Siegel, J.D. present a lecture and
Q&A session on Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. in the Rose
and Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts Center. The
lecture will be on world-wide water issues. It is
free to attend; however, a ticket is needed to enter.
Tickets become available on Jan. 30 in the Farquhar
Honors College Office of the Dean in the MailmanHollywood Building from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday. For more information, call 954262-8236 or email dss@nova.edu.
African Presence Art Exhibition kicks off
NSU’s Black History Month celebration
The NSU Division of Public Relations &
Marketing Communications is sponsoring the
reception of the 14th Annual African Presence Art
Exhibition on Feb. 3 at 6:30 p.m. in the University
Center. The exhibition this year is “Afrotopia: Art
and the Politics of Representation” and will include

the culture of African descendants. The exhibit will
open after the reception at 8 p.m. To RSVP, visit nova.
edu/blackhistory. For more information, call 954-2625357.
Winter volunteer fair
The Office of Student Leadership & Civic
Engagement (SLCE) are hosting the Winter Volunteer
Fair on Jan. 18 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the University
Center spine. Local organizations from the community
will be coming to discuss available projects and
ongoing opportunities for students and organizations
to get involved with. For more information, contact the
SLCE office at 954-262-7195 or slce@nova.edu.
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The Current serves Nova Southeastern University from its location in Room
310 of the Student Affairs Building. The Current is NSU’s established vehicle
for student reporting, opinion and the arts. All community members are invited
to contribute.
Editorials, commentaries and advertisements in this publication reflect the opinions of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the University or its officials, The
Current staff or other advertisers. The Current will not publish unsigned letters except
under special circumstances at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. The Current reserves
the right to edit.
Contributing writers must not be directly involved with their coverage. Coverage
by contributing writers must be meaningful and of interest to the NSU community.
The Current reserves the right to edit, publish or deny submitted works as it
sees fit. The Current shall remain free of associations and activities that may
compromise integrity or damage credibility or otherwise create a bias, real
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Dance Jam
NSU’s RecWell is hosting Dance Jam on Jan. 31
from 7:30-9 p.m. in the RecPlex court, second floor.
Hip-hop, Bollywood and Zumba dances are featured,
and all students and RecPlex members are welcome to
at no cost. For more information, contact wellness@
nova.edu or 954-262-7301.

Are you interested in writing for
the newspaper?
Come to one of The Current’s general
meetings on Tuesdays in SAB 104 from
noon to 1p.m.
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Movie Show Times: January 1-31, 2017
Phone: (954) 262-2602

Email: sharktv@nova.edu

On Demand: sutv.nova.edu

Date

12:30a

2:30a

4:30a

6:30a

8:30a

11:00a

1:00p

3:30p

5:30p

8:00p

10:00p

1-Jan

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Southside With You

Yes Man

The Secret Life Of Pets

Suicide Squad

Anthropoid

Jason Bourne

The Dressmaker

Ben Hur

Spaceballs

Bridget Jones's
Baby

2-Jan

The Secret Life
Of Pets

When The
Bough Breaks

Southside With You

Hands Of Stone

The Magnificent Seven

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Snowden

Sully

American Honey

Don't Breathe
(8:15p)

The Infiltrator

3-Jan

Hands Of Stone

Anthropoid

When The
Bough Breaks

The Dressmaker

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Spaceballs

Ben Hur

Yes Man

The Infiltrator

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Suicide Squad

4-Jan

The Dressmaker

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Anthropoid

Sully

Snowden

Don't Breathe

American Honey

Southside With You
(3:45p)

Jason Bourne

The Secret Life
Of Pets

The Magnificent
Seven

5-Jan

Sully

Spaceballs

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Yes Man

The Infiltrator

Florence Foster Jenkins

The Magnificent
Seven

When The
Bough Breaks

Snowden

Hands Of Stone

Ben Hur

6-Jan

Yes Man

Don'T Breathe

Spaceballs

Southside With You

Ben Hur

The Secret Life Of Pets

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Anthropoid

Suicide Squad

The Dressmaker

American Honey

7-Jan

Southside With You
(12:45a)

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Don'T Breathe

When The Bough
Breaks

The Magnificent Seven

Hands Of Stone

Snowden

Author The Jt Leroy
Story

American Honey

Sully (8:15p)

Jason Bourne

8-Jan

When The
Bough Breaks

The Secret Life
Of Pets

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Anthropoid

Suicide Squad

The Dressmaker

Jason Bourne

Spaceballs

Ben Hur

Yes Man

Bridget Jones'S
Baby

9-Jan

Anthropoid

Hands Of Stone

The Secret Life Of
Pets

Author The Jt Leroy
Story

The Magnificent Seven

Sully

Snowden

Don'T Breathe

American Honey

Southside With You
(8:15p)

The Infiltrator

10-Jan

Author The Jt Leroy
Story

The Dressmaker

Hands Of Stone

Spaceballs

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Yes Man

Ben Hur

Florence Foster
Jenkins

The Infiltrator

When The Bough
Breaks

Suicide Squad

11-Jan

Spaceballs

Sully

The Dressmaker

Don'T Breathe

Snowden

Southside With You

American Honey

The Secret Life Of Pets
(3:45p)

Jason Bourne

Anthropoid

The Magnificent
Seven

12-Jan

Don'T Breathe

Yes Man

Sully

Florence Foster
Jenkins

The Infiltrator

When The Bough
Breaks

The Magnificent
Seven

Hands Of Stone

Snowden

Author The Jt Leroy
Story

Ben Hur

13-Jan

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Southside With You

Yes Man

The Secret Life Of Pets

Suicide Squad

Anthropoid

Jason Bourne

The Dressmaker

Ben Hur

Spaceballs

Bridget Jones'S
Baby

14-Jan

The Secret Life
Of Pets

When The
Bough Breaks

Southside With You

Hands Of Stone

The Magnificent Seven

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Snowden

Sully

American Honey

Don'T Breathe
(8:15p)

The Infiltrator

15-Jan

Hands Of Stone

Anthropoid

When The
Bough Breaks

The Dressmaker

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Spaceballs

Ben Hur

Yes Man

The Infiltrator

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Suicide Squad

16-Jan

The Dressmaker

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Anthropoid

Sully

Snowden

Don'T Breathe

American Honey

Southside With You
(3:45p)

Jason Bourne

The Secret Life
Of Pets

The Magnificent
Seven

17-Jan

Sully

Spaceballs

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Yes Man

The Infiltrator

Florence Foster Jenkins

The Magnificent
Seven

When The Bough
Breaks

Snowden

Hands Of Stone

Ben Hur

18-Jan

Yes Man

Don'T Breathe

Spaceballs

Southside With You

Ben Hur

The Secret Life Of Pets

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Anthropoid

Suicide Squad

The Dressmaker

American Honey

19-Jan

Southside With You
(12:45a)

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Don't Breathe

When The
Bough Breaks

The Magnificent Seven

Hands Of Stone

Snowden

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

American Honey

Sully

Jason Bourne

20-Jan

When The Bough
Breaks

The Secret Life Of Pets

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Anthropoid

Suicide Squad

The Dressmaker

Jason Bourne

Spaceballs

Ben Hur

Yes Man

Bridget Jones's
Baby

21-Jan

Anthropoid

Hands Of Stone

The Secret Life
Of Pets

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

The Magnificent Seven

Sully

Snowden

Don'T Breathe

American Honey

Southside With You
(8:15p)

The Infiltrator

22-Jan

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

The Dressmaker

Hands Of Stone

Spaceballs

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Yes Man

Ben Hur

Florence Foster
Jenkins

The Infiltrator

When The
Bough Breaks

Suicide Squad

23-Jan

Spaceballs

Sully

The Dressmaker

Don't Breathe

Snowden

Southside With You

American Honey

The Secret Life Of Pets
(3:45p)

Jason Bourne

Anthropoid

The Magnificent
Seven

24-Jan

Don't Breathe

Yes Man

Sully

Florence Foster
Jenkins

The Infiltrator

When The
Bough Breaks

The Magnificent
Seven

Hands Of Stone

Snowden

Author The Jt Leroy
Story

Ben Hur

25-Jan

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Southside With You

Yes Man

The Secret Life Of Pets

Suicide Squad

Anthropoid

Jason Bourne

The Dressmaker

Ben Hur

Spaceballs

Bridget Jones'S
Baby

26-Jan

The Secret Life
Of Pets

When The
Bough Breaks

Southside With You

Hands Of Stone

The Magnificent Seven

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Snowden

Sully

American Honey

Don't Breathe
(8:15p)

The Infiltrator

27-Jan

Hands Of Stone

Anthropoid

When The
Bough Breaks

The Dressmaker

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Spaceballs

Ben Hur

Yes Man

The Infiltrator

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Suicide Squad

28-Jan

The Dressmaker

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Anthropoid

Sully

Snowden

Don'T Breathe

American Honey

Southside With You
(3:45p)

Jason Bourne

The Secret Life
Of Pets

The Magnificent
Seven

29-Jan

Sully

Spaceballs

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

Yes Man

The Infiltrator

Florence Foster Jenkins

The Magnificent
Seven

When The
Bough Breaks

Snowden

Hands Of Stone

Ben Hur

30-Jan

Yes Man

Don'T Breathe

Spaceballs

Southside With You

Ben Hur

The Secret Life
Of Pets

Bridget Jones'S Baby

Anthropoid

Suicide Squad

The Dressmaker

American Honey

31-Jan

Southside With You
(12:45a)

Florence Foster
Jenkins

Don't Breathe

When The
Bough Breaks

The Magnificent Seven

Hands Of Stone

Snowden

Author The Jt
Leroy Story

American Honey

Sully (8:15p)

Jason Bourne

Follow us on:

@channel96

Features
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That Time I... made Kellogg’s cereal
By: Lexi King
Battle Creek, Michigan, or cereal city,
is the home of W. K. Kellogg. The air is crisp
and scented with warm cocoa Krispies. My
grandparents have worked at Kellogg’s for many
years, which allowed me to take advantage of
the college program.
If you are at least 18 years old, have a
family member who works at Kellogg’s and are
enrolled full-time in college, you are allowed
five summers at the Big Red K. Many people
don’t make it all five summers, but I did. From
summer 2012 to summer 2016, I made your
cereal.
Making cereal sounds fun, but when I say
“make cereal,” that doesn’t do justice to the
Willy Wonka adventures I took part in daily.
For starters, the plant was one giant maze:
five floors total, with many levels and ladders,
along with conveyor belts lined wall to wall to
transport the cereal on each floor. There are two
sides to the factory: processing and packing.
Processing is where the food is made. The ovens
are hot, the air is thick and every ingredient is
just waiting to make a mess for you to clean

up. Packing is the opposite. It is cold, dry and
paper cuts await.
All the cereal we made was for the U.S.
and Canada. Krave cereal alone usually makes
100,000 pounds a day. This plant makes
everything from Cocoa Krispies to Special K
to a limited edition like Finding Dory. I have
been covered in every. Single. One. It would
be a weird day if everything stayed clean and
the machines ran smoothly. In fact, we waited
around anticipating the call on the radio to tell us
something had gone horribly wrong.
I have shoveled enough cereal to feed all
of Africa, and I wish I was exaggerating. Belts
break, machines stop, things explode and it all
makes a mess.
Imagine standing along a machine and, in
the distance, you see a cloud of something erupt
from above. As you make your way up the stairs,
the radio shouts that they need help on the upper
decks. Halfway there your visibility is reduced
by 50 percent. You’re breathing 40 percent
oxygen and 60 percent cocoa powder. That’s
right. The cover of the cocoa powder broke off

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM L. KING
King at Kellogg’s during her retirement party.

and you are now up to your knees in basically
hot cocoa mix. If you would like a tan, this is a
great way to get one.
The warehouse is where I got trained to
work my second summer. This became my home,
and the plant would soon seem like a nightmare
compared to this job. The warehouse workers are
usually the people that have worked at Kellogg’s
for a long time. It is the job they have before they
retire. I soon was fitting in with some of the best

people. We would have our coffee and complain
about the news in the morning. When we got a
call that something went wrong, it didn’t affect
us. We drove our forklifts and rode our bikes
to and from the workplace and breakroom. We
worked alongside robots that would do their
jobs on occasion but often made messes for us
to clean up. There were no hoses since we didn’t
have to clean up food. There were also fewer
managers than in the plant, which meant we
could do our jobs without being bothered.
By my fifth summer, I was as seasoned
as the most experienced employees. I had my
coffee and my cliques. I knew who was there to
help and who would hurt. The plant became a
distant land as I gained more seniority through
the years. The coworkers became my family.
In my five summers, I have seen one fire
and one flood, two people lose a finger on
separate occasions and participated in a good
number of water fights. I have made some of
my best memories there. Not returning this
summer is going to be hard for me. I will not
miss working every day for at least eight hours,
but I will miss the people and the wild day-today adventures.

A field guide to preventing domestic violence
By: Jacqueline Lytle
Does your significant other constantly
put you down? Does he or she often become
aggressive? Maybe your partner relentlessly
humiliates you in public. Maybe your ex won’t
leave you alone. If you thought ‘yes’ to any
of this, you might be experiencing domestic
violence.
One in five college students has experienced
domestic violence, according to PBS. The
statistic parallels the number of on-campus
sexual assaults, proving that domestic violence
on college campuses is just as prevalent.
According to the National Coalition
Against Domestic Violence, “Domestic violence
is the willful intimidation, physical assault,
battery, sexual assault, and/or other abusive
behavior as part of a systematic pattern of power
and control perpetrated by one intimate partner
against another.”
Domestic violence, or ‘intimate partner
violence,’ involves one partner trying to get the
other partner to do what he or she wants without
regards to the other partner’s rights, according
to Lenore Walker, Ph.D., professor in NSU’s
College of Psychology, specializing in gender
violence.
“There’s always that element of abusive
power and control,” she said.
Who are the abusers?
According to the Rhode Island Coalition
Against Domestic Violence, or RICADV,
abusers share various characteristics including–
a belief in using violence, extreme jealousy,
conflicting personalities and the use of defense
mechanisms to justify abusive behavior.
Founded in 1979, the RICADV is an
organization dedicated to ending domestic
violence by providing support, education and
services to all victims.
Similarly, Walker stated that high levels of
jealousy, intrusiveness and intense control are
identifying signs of domestic violence. Often,
perpetrators want their victims to think the way
they think, wear what they prefer, stay home and
go out when they decide, or be friends with the
people they tell them to.
An abuser is “somebody who is really
trying to control you and not let you be who you
are, not appreciate you for who you are,” said
Walker.
Who are the victims?
The U.S. Department of Justice reported

that in 95% of domestic violence assaults,
the victims are women. However, while this
statistic proves that women are more likely in
harm’s way, anyone can be a victim of domestic
violence.
According to the RICADV, domestic
violence is an equal opportunity crime, meaning
victims range across all socioeconomic, racial,
education, ethnic, religious and age lines.
However, teenagers, pregnant women, the
elderly and those with disabilities are especially
at risk due to vulnerability and physical
inabilities.
What are some effects that victims might
encounter after being in a domestically
violent relationship?
Walker said that she, along with her
students, has completed research for roughly
15 years that looks at the psychological effects
of being in a domestic violence relationship
by studying women in the community, at the
Women in Distress shelter, and in jails. She
published the fourth edition of “The Battered
Women Syndrome” in 2016.
Walker coined the term ‘battered wife
syndrome.’
Walker said that we must remember even
though someone might not be dealing with
physical abuse, psychological abuse grows.
And that just as significantly indicates domestic
violence.
Victims experience varying effects from
such violence. Walker’s research has proven
that substance abuse is one, as is doing things
the victim wouldn’t normally do or protecting
the abuser when he or she has done something
wrong.
The RICADV states that lowered selfesteem, guilt, feelings of helplessness, denial
and accepting responsibility for a partner’s
actions are general characteristics developed by
victims.
Defining domestic violence
Domestic violence has various subsets,
including physical, sexual, psychological/
emotional and financial abuse.
Physical abuse
According to Loveisrespect.org, physical
abuse is any intentional or unwanted contact
between you and someone close to your body.
Not all physical abuse causes pain. Some
examples of physical abuse include – punching,
pulling hair, pushing, grabbing and forcing.

Loveisrespect is an organization established
in 2007 by the National Domestic Violence
Hotline “to engage, educate and empower young
people to prevent and end abusive relationships,”
according to their website.
Sexual abuse often falls within the realm of
physical abuse.
Sexual abuse
According to Loveisrespect.org, sexual
abuse is an action that pressures or coerces
someone to do something sexually that they
don’t feel comfortable doing.
This form of abuse includes behaviors that
impact one’s ability to control sexual activity or
the circumstances in which it occurs, such as
limiting access to forms of birth control.
Loveisrespect.org states that some
examples of sexual abuse include – unwanted
touching, rape or attempted rape, threatening
someone into unwanted sexual activity, or using
sexual insults toward someone.
Psychological/Emotional abuse
Loveisrespect.org states that psychological
abuse “includes non-physical behaviors such
as threats, insults, constant monitoring or
“checking in,” excessive texting, humiliation,
intimidation, isolation or stalking.”
Some identifying behaviors of emotional
abuse might be – calling you names, putting
you down, yelling and screaming, preventing
you from seeing friends and family, telling you
what to do and wear, making you feel guilty and
threatening to harm you, your pet or people you
care about, according to Loveisrespect.org.
Financial abuse
Financial abuse includes control over
what you can and cannot buy or requiring
shared control of bank accounts, according to
Loveisrespect.org. Some examples of this abuse
include – giving you an allowance, forbidding
you to work or limiting hours you do, maxing
out your credit cards without permission or
using their money to hold power over you.
What can I do if someone I care about is in
this kind of relationship?
According to Walker, the best thing to do
if you find someone you love in a domestic
violence situation is to “be their friend without
any conditions.”
It’s important to remember that victims
don’t have the option to just up-and-leave their
abusive partners. Leaving can be dangerous,

according to Walker.
The National Domestic Violence Hotline
states that the most important thing to do is be
supportive and listen to our loved ones. Don’t
be judgmental, encourage them to participate in
activities outside of the relationship, help them
develop a safety plan, and encourage them to
talk to people who can help.
What can I do if I’m in a domestic violence
relationship?
If you find yourself experiencing domestic
violence, remember you aren’t alone. There are
various ways to obtain help, one being from
NSU.
According to Laura Bennett, NSU Title
IX coordinator, the university has obligations
to ensure students, faculty and staff know about
their rights, such as going to the police or getting
support in the community, upon report of a crime
like domestic violence.
Whether the perpetrator is affiliated with
NSU or not plays a part in how the university
can help.
If the abuser is not affiliated with NSU,
then the university does not have a lot of control
over that person but will do anything possible to
support the individual experiencing it, according
to Bennett.
Bennett said that NSU can still help.
They can work with you to obtain an order of
protection and give a copy to Public Safety, find
a counselor on campus or excuse absences due
to court dates and the like.
“It’s really anything we can do to help
somebody not have their education disrupted
because they might be experiencing [domestic
violence],” Bennett said.
If the perpetrator is affiliated with NSU, the
university has the ability to take more action.
According to Bennett, she explains to
victims their options, whether it be reporting
the crime to law enforcement and/or reporting
the crime to the campus. If the latter is chosen,
campus will complete their investigation
process.
“It doesn’t really matter the situation. I’m
here to help,” Bennett said.
Students, faculty and staff have outside
resources as well. Women in Distress of Broward
County, Aid to Victims of Domestic Abuse and
Victim Response, Inc., also called The Lodge,
are organizations dedicated to providing victims
with support and safety. For more information
about these organizations, visit www.nsucurrent.
nova.edu.
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Fighting FOMO

By: Melissa Boneta
We’ve all been there. You’re having a good
night staying in. It’s 8 p.m. on a Friday and
you have your Netflix going for an evening of
relaxation. The clock ticks to 11 p.m. and you
check your Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook.
You see a lot of your friends having the time
of their lives. They’re going out and you’re
watching Netflix in your pajamas with a pizza
on the kitchen table. You can’t help but wonder
if your decision to stay in was the best one for
your social life. This anxiety that makes you feel
like you’re missing out is called FOMO, quite
directly translated to “fear of missing out.”
However, if you were actually invited
out, you might have ended up wishing you had
stayed in anyway. So, here are some ways to
help you combat FOMO.

this weekend would have been more fun if you
went out. It’s hard to be content with what you
have. If you’re having a nice night in, learn to
appreciate the comforting silence that comes
with peaceful separation from the rest of the
world. And if you’re out and about, don’t shy
away from the extra opportunities that present
themselves. Tell that stranger that his or her
outfit is poppin’. Dance like no one is watching.
By finding the things that make you happy, you
won’t have to cower when you see other people
having more “fun.” Focus on the people you’re
with and the memories you’re making in that
moment. And if you are alone, enjoy the comfort
you find within yourself.

Find your individual happiness
It’s easy to get carried away with wanting
things you don’t have. If you go out, you wish
you had stayed in. If you stay in, you wonder if

fun.”

Get over the illusion of “fun”
“They look like they’re having soooo much
This phrase is usually accompanied by
a long sigh and more pain caused by scrolling
through Instagram. What if all that “fun” you’re

witnessing is what Time magazine calls “The
Facebook Illusion”? What if the people who
post pictures and videos of a fun-filled night
handpicked them so it can look like they’re
living it up? It’s because they probably are.
As Swarthmore professor Barry Schwartz
said, “Social comparison seems sufficiently
destructive to our sense of wellbeing that it is
worthwhile to remind ourselves to do it less.”
Next time you see a Snapchat update from
one of your friends, imagine yourself out with
them. Would you be having the same amount of
fun? Would you be miserable? Are you just salty
because you weren’t invited? Whatever you
feel, take that and do something productive with
it. If you really want to go next time, ask your
friend about the next time she or he is going out.
If you go and you are actually miserable, then
you have your answer. Don’t be your own worst
enemy when happiness is just a small action
away. Those people may be having an internal
struggle over their breakup and financial issues

and attempt to make up for their sadness in fake
posts. No judgment.
Try new things
A possible way of getting over the FOMO
is to do creative things to get out and about. If
you usually don’t like socializing, try leaving
your comfort zone little by little. Try going to a
museum. Go to an open-mic night. Or, if you feel
like all the late nights on the town aren’t what
they used to be anymore, stay in and catch up on
your shows. Find what brings you happiness and
be confident in your choices.
Finding contentment in personal happiness
makes it hard to wish for something more. Try
to focus on the now, the present, and all of the
things that make moments unique and special.
You will find there is little to no time for moping
around when you’re always looking forward to
whatever is coming up next in your life.

Success Coach
By: Samantha Yorke

A shark can always regrow its teeth

Samantha Yorke is an assistant director and
success coach for the Office of Undergraduate
Student Success at NSU. She earned her
bachelor of science degree in psychology from
the University of Central Florida and her master
of science degree in higher education from
Florida State University. Samantha is a proud
Floridian with a passion for empowering others.
You are a shark. This means that you
are strong, dynamic and will continue to push
through whatever obstacles appear in front of
you.
Sometimes things don’t go as planned or
results aren’t near to what you pictured them to
be. This can be true for exams, presentations,
studying or anything within your life, inside and
outside of the classroom. A shark moves forward
and looks ahead — reframing his or her mind to
think, “What can I do next?” College is a time
for you to decide what matters the most to you,
what you want to learn and what you want your
legacy to be as a Shark.

By: Nikki Chasteen
Have you thought about how much being
involved could affect your chances of getting
hired once you graduate? Maybe you think
your schedule is too demanding to be involved
in anything other than classes and studying,
because trying to find balance between three
or four classes can be enough of a struggle.
However, joining a club or organization and
being involved in something other than just
courses required for graduation and your major
can benefit you greatly.
According to an article in The Atlantic,
employers listed internships, jobs, volunteering
and extracurricular activities as the most
important top non-academic elements when
looking to hire recent college graduates.
Samantha Yorke, assistant director of

There are so many opportunities for growth
at NSU, both academically and personally. There
are organizations, large-scale events, support
services and programs, as well as faculty, staff
and students. Ultimately, the decision is in your
hands as far as where you want to go from
this point onwards. It may seem scary or even
overwhelming, but remember: you are a Shark
for a reason. You chose to come to NSU to fulfill
your goals and dreams. You also have many
resources that can assist you along the way
toward whatever your ideal destination may be.
The Office of Undergraduate Student
Success can assist you through coaching
sessions to build goals and schedules, as well as
connect you to additional campus resources. This
office also has an academic success workshop
series and hosts the annual Success Fair, where
multiple support offices and resources at NSU
come together to share information with others.
Find them at nova.edu/yoursuccess.

The Tutoring and Testing Center
provides free tutoring and testing to NSU
students and has many other resources that may
assist you with your academics. Consider setting
up an appointment with this office to learn how
study strategies and additional eyes on your
writing assignments can help you achieve your
academic goals. Find them at nova.edu/tutoringtesting.
Academic Advising provides walk-in
hours as well as assigned advisors for students
to check on their academic standing and confirm
that their courses are leading them towards
graduation. It is recommended to speak with
your academic advisor regularly as you move
forward through your course curriculum. For
more information, go to nova.edu/ugadvising
Henderson Student Counseling Center
will provide you with a space to voice concerns,
opinions or a pressing topic that may be on your
mind. Henderson Student Counseling Center
provides counseling for students regarding

any and all topics you wish to discuss. To
find out more, go to nova.edu/healthcare/
studentcounseling.
COMP Fellows help you build up your
writing style and feel confident turning in major
papers or writing assignments. If you are looking
for an extra eye on that APA research paper,
consider checking out COMP fellows by calling
954-262-8108, or making an appointment at
https://nova.mywconline.com/.
Career Development can assist you in
finding internships and jobs and will critique
your resume in preparation for the job search or
graduate program application vprocess. Career
Development has walk-in career advising hours,
puts on several career-fairs and will assist you
in figuring out what your next professional steps
may be. Go to nova.edu/career to find out more.
Many more resources exist on campus, but
remember, change starts with you. Today is the
first day of the rest of your life, so move forward
in the direction of your dreams. Fins up!

Thinking outside your major
undergraduate student success, said, “When it
comes down to interviews in the future, being
well-rounded is going to set you apart.”
If you are a biology major, that’s great —
but consider being involved in more than just the
Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society. That’s
what Nahomi Guzman, sophomore biology
major who works in the front office of Student
Media, did.
“Being involved outside my major is
important to me because it forces me to get out
of my comfort zone,” said Guzman. “Student
media has taught me a lot about communication,
which is completely different than courses I take
for biology.”
OK, OK, so maybe student media isn’t your
thing. NSU also has several opportunities to rush

for a fraternity or a sorority. Joining one can be a
great way to meet new people and make lifelong
friends. Aside from making new friends, Greek
life also provides students with the opportunity
to be involved with charitable organizations and
the community. This can help you learn about
the community outside NSU.
Since fraternities and sororities aren’t for
everyone, here are some other options that might
work for you:
• Volunteer with a local charity or
organization — you can find an extensive
list of local organizations and charities at
greatnonprofits.org/city/fort-lauderdale/FL/
• Join a local church
• Look for an on-campus or off-campus job
These four years can go by faster than

you think and before you know it, you may be
a senior without experience in other areas aside
from your major. Being involved, even for just
an hour or two a week, will help you build skills
your future employers will be looking for in a
potential candidate.
“Getting involved outside your major helps
you explore who you are and college is the time
to do that. It will also help to develop transferable
skills by being involved,” said Yorke.
So, do yourself a favor and find something
to be involved in and excel in it. You will thank
yourself when you are able to showcase your
experiences on your resume.
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SPORTSSHORTS
Men’s Basketball
The NSU men’s basketball team ended a four-game skid
with a 63-56 win during a home game with Rollins on Jan. 11.
Harrison Goodrick and Troy Spears combined for 35 points.
With that win, the Sharks improved to 5-10 overall and 2-6 in
SSC. The Sharks will play again on Jan. 18 at Eckerd.

Women’s Basketball
The women’s basketball team earned a much-needed win on
Jan. 11. They relied on tenacious defense to win 62-48 over
the Rollins Tars. With that victory, the Sharks improved to 10-6
overall and 6-2 in SSC. Christen Prasse led the Sharks with 14
points, followed by Katie Barnard with 11 points.

Men’s and Women’s Swimming

NS

On Jan. 14, both the men’s and women’s swim teams were
victorious on Senior Day at the NSU swimming complex. The
men’s team picked up a 150-112 victory, while the women’s
team picked up a 155-107 win.
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OUT OF THE SHARKZONE
Clemson wins national championship
against Alabama
The Clemson Tigers won the 2017
College Football Playoff National
Championship on Jan. 9, according to
CBS Sports. The Tigers overcame an
early 14-0 deficit in the first quarter to win
a thrilling 35-31 over the team CBS Sports
called “the kings of college football,” the
Alabama Crimson Tide.

Former Dolphins’ defensive
coordinator named Broncos’ head
coach
Vance Joseph was officially named the
Denver Broncos’ new head coach on
Jan. 11, according to USA Today Sports.
Joseph had a successful season as the
Miami Dolphins’ defensive coordinator,
especially since it was his first year as
one.

Dolphins’ season comes to an end in
Pittsburg
After a surprising 10-6 season, which
included a misleading 1-4 start and their
first playoff appearance since 2008, the
Miami Dolphins’ unexpected season
came to an end on Jan. 8 with a 30-12
loss to the Pittsburg Steelers, according
to the Sun-Sentinel.

Panthers claim victory twice in one
week
The Florida Panthers were victorious
twice last week with wins against the New
Jersey Devils (3-0) on Jan. 9 and the New
York Islanders (2-1) on Jan. 11., according
to the Miami Herald. These wins put the
Panthers two points out of the last playoff
spot.

Jaguars hire new head coach and VP
of football operations
The Jacksonville Jaguars have hired
Doug Marrone and Tom Coughlin as
head coach and executive vice president
of football operations, respectively,
according to First Coast News. Marrone
was the Buffalo Bills’ head coach from
2013-2014, and the Jaguars offensive
line coach from 2015-2016. Coughlin was
the Jaguars’ initial head coach in 1995
and went on to become a two-time Super
Bowl Champion coach with the New York
Giants.

Gear up for
optimal success!

17
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016 - 20

2nd Annual

POWER PUBLISHING DAY!
Thursday, January 26, 2017 8 AM - 3:30 PM
Alvin Sherman Library, 2nd Floor Cotilla Gallery

A day-long series of workshops designed to help you conquer publishing in the real world!

Quick and easy registration at:

FREE/OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

http://lib.nova.edu/powerpub
954-262-4542
Complimentary continental breakfast and lunch
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Athlete of the Week:
Michael Hernandez
By: Brianna Walker
Hailing from Florida’s own Pembroke
Pines, Michael Hernandez is a senior business
administration major currently playing on
NSU’s baseball team. Hernandez has been
playing baseball since he was four years old and
has no plans of stopping any time soon.
In high school, Hernandez played four
years at Archbishop McCarthy and won four
state championships. He was scouted for NSU’s
baseball team as a result.
In Hernandez’s sophomore year playing
at NSU, he played in 40 games as the starting
catcher and surpassed his freshman year record
by the second game. As a junior, Hernandez
helped his team win the National Championship,
a title which Hernandez plans on maintaining
this upcoming season.
Hernandez offered some insight into his
passion for baseball and his plans for the future.
What encouraged you to play baseball?
“I got a ball in a bag when I was four years
old on Christmas, and I didn’t stop playing with
it. My parents noticed and decided to throw me
into baseball and [I’ve] loved it ever since.”
Why did you decide to play for NSU?
“Nova was close to my home, and I had

previously met with the coaches before coming
to the school. I felt that it was a really great fit for
me personally and for my family as well.”
How do you balance being a student and an
athlete?
“The biggest thing is time management.
You have to be able to separate school from
athletics, and put one aside so that you can do
the other. It’s all about time management.”
What has been your proudest achievement
as a baseball player?
“Winning the National Championship, for
sure, has been my proudest achievement thus
far.”
Are there any professional players that you
look up to?
“I’d say Yardia Melania, because I feel that
his game is similar to the way that I play my
game, with regards to the defense and offensive.
In general, I’d say I look up to just every athlete
in general and seeing the hard work they put in
all the time.”
If you could choose any baseball players to
create a dream team with, who would you
choose?
“Johnny Bench, Hank Aaron and Ozzie

On the Bench:

You can cut coaches too
By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec
After a fight broke out at a women’s
basketball game between UNILV and Utah
State on Jan. 7, eight players were ejected from
the game. This seems fair. That same day,
however, Kent Davidson and Steve Shields,
who hold administrative positions for Georgia
and Missouri, respectively, came to blows. Their
teams were given fouls and they both went back
to doing their jobs after half time. This seems a
lot less fair.
In the world of sports, there’s a warm and
fuzzy narrative that surrounds a coach and his
players: He may push them hard, but he wants
what’s best for the team. There’s a strong belief
that his players are a reflection of him. We see
this story told in movies, we mention names like
Tom Brady and Bill Belichick and we seldom
question whether or not this narrative is true.
The incidents that have taken place in college
basketball seem to prove that this isn’t the case.
This isn’t to say that these coaches
and administrative figures don’t care about
their players, but their relationships aren’t as
connected as they are portrayed to be. If players
were truly a reflection of their coach, both
parties would suffer the same consequences.
Why weren’t Kent Davidson and Steve Shields
pulled from the game?

Perhaps the argument could be made that
the ladies of Utah State and UNILV had a bigger
brawl. Media outlets like CBS Sports described
it as brutal. Yet, both situations involved more
than just two people and were broken up rather
quickly. So why were players punished in both
situations and not coaches?
Of course, the mechanics of a team are
intricate and all the moving parts do have a
connection to each other. So, the loss of team
members from UNILV and Utah State probably
did have a negative impact on the coaches and
so did the fouls that were given to Georgia and
Missouri. But consequences hit those they are
given to directly the hardest. College players
have a lot to lose and a lot to think about. Getting
ejected from a game or being given fouls directly
impacts the player much more than their coach.
The same goes for a reversal. What’s going to
stop a coach from poor conduct if he knows that
the penalty will ultimately be for his players and
not for him?
There’s nothing wrong with having strict
rules or a zero-tolerance policy for fighting in
any sport. It just needs to exist across the board.
Next time two coaches come to blows on the
court, eject them, too.

Follow RadioX on Twitter
and Instagram!
@NSURadioX
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Hernandez’ proudest achievement as a baseball player is winning the National Championship.

Smith. All of these players are basically legends.
You say their names and any baseball player is
going to know who those three guys are.”
What are your plans for after college? Do
you plan on continuing with baseball?
“I plan to continue with my baseball
career… If that doesn’t work out I plan to get
into sales, but I’m hopeful that my baseball
career will work out.”

Any goals or expectations for yourself going
into the season?
“My goal for this season is to win the
championship again this year and to continue
with my baseball career.”

Arts & Entertainment
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Alison Ewing: Fräulein Kost
and Fritzie in “Cabaret”

By: Jenna Kopec
@Jen_Kopec
Alison Ewing plays Fräulein Kost and
Fritzie in the Roundabout Theatre Company’s
production of “Cabaret,” playing at the Broward
Center for the Performing Arts. The musical
takes place in 1929 to 1930 in Berlin, Germany.
Ewing described her experiences as an actress
and what it was like to take on this role.
Can you tell me a little bit of information
about yourself?
“I live just north of San Francisco with my
husband, and I have a degree in musical theatre.
I’ve done mostly musicals in my career but I’ve
also done plays. I work regionally all across
the country. Last year, I closed “Mamma Mia!”
on Broadway in New York, and then I went on
this tour about three months later. So, I’ve been
busy the last few years. My husband is an actor,
too, and we live very crazy travelling lifestyles
together. I went to college at Millikin University
in Illinois, and then I started auditioning in New
York City right after that. And I’ve been taking
jobs in acting ever since.“
What made you want to become an actress?
What sparked the interest in musical
theater?
“I don’t know. It’s not like I specifically
made a choice. I auditioned to be in a community
theater production of “The Music Man” when I
was 11, and I got in and had a couple lines. I
really, really loved it. The man who directed it
had a children’s theater and all my friends were
going on Saturday mornings to be in his classes,
and I just remember being extremely jealous.
I wanted to take these acting classes but I was
too afraid to ask my parents. They somehow just
knew that that’s what I wanted to do and that’s
what I would be good at and they put me in these

acting classes. I’ve just never looked back.”
Let’s talk a little bit about “Cabaret”
specifically. How did you come about that or
how did you hear about it?
“Well, this is actually the fourth production
of “Cabaret” that I’ve done with the same
director and the same version of “Cabaret.”
The first time I did it, I played Lulu, one of the
youngest Kit Kat Girls, and I did the tour in 1998,
and then I went into the Broadway production
in 2000. Then, later on, I think in 2005, I did
the production put up in Paris in French and I
played Lulu again. So I know the director and
the production team very well. When I learned
that they were going to do the national tour now
that I’m 17 years older, I knew that I wanted to
play Fräulein Kost. I emailed the director and
said “I would really love to audition for the role,
can you please give me a chance for that?” And
he said “Yep, absolutely.” I immediately found a
friend with an accordion, and I started practicing
so that when I went in for the audition, I was as
prepared as I could possibly be. That’s how I got
this role, I wanted it badly.”
Was there something in particular that drew
you to this character?
“Yes. I mean, she’s not a terribly happy
person. She’s a really intricate character. She’s
needy and seedy and funny and tired and
desperate. She’s got all of these deep things
about her that I think are wonderful to play. She
sings this wonderful song, and she aligns herself
with a Nazi in order to survive. So, you know
she’s not just some tired old Kit Kat Girl. She
has a lot of life, and I guess the role doesn’t have
a lot of lines but it’s definitely what you make
it. I thought that it was a role that I could bring
something deeper to.”

Ewing describes the music in “Cabaret” as “electric”.
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What’s been the hardest part about
performing in this role? And what’s been
your favorite part?
“I guess the hardest part, on a very basic
level, is that our show has a lot of cigarette smoke
in it. And just travelling and singing eight times
a week and keeping your energy up amongst
interviews and rehearsals. This particular show
is hard because there’s so many people doing so
many things, so it does require a lot of rehearsal.
It’s just a lot to try and maintain your health and
well-being. On the same note, the greatest thing
has been travelling and going to different places
and meeting new people and playing different
theaters. Playing really beautiful, old theaters
across the country is always wonderful and an
honor.”
Do you have any strategies to keep that
energy up?
“Well, I just try to eat well, and I seek out
a gym as soon as we get to the city that we’re
playing. I work out and stretch every day, and I
sweat because that seems to warm me up. I like

to take naps in the afternoon and, personally, I
like to have a lot of alone time during the day
so that I can prepare for what we have to do at
night.”
Is there anything that you want to say that I
might have forgotten to ask?
“I would say that “Cabaret” is really a
wonderful production and a must-see because
it is so politically current right now. In its
essence, it’s a love story, but it has everything.
It’s exciting to watch; the singing and music and
dancing are electric. It’ll make you think about
the past and where we’re going from here. It has
all the elements of a wonderful production. So,
go see it.”
Roundabout Theatre Company’s production
of “Cabaret” is showing at the Au-Rene Theater
in the Broward Center for the Performing Arts.
Tickets are available on Ticketmaster.For a
review of the show, visit nsucurrent.nova.edu/
roundabout-theatres-cabaret-will-take-yourbreath-away/.

To read A&E editor Ben Underhill’s review of this production of Cabaret, visit nsucurrent.nova.edu.

Senior Spotlight: Jennifer Hicks

OFF SHORE
CALENDAR

By: Jacqueline Lytle
Jennifer Hicks is a senior graphic design
major with a minor in business. Originally an
undecided major, Hicks developed an interest in
graphic design after taking various art courses
at NSU.
Hicks went on to talk about who she is and
what she aspires to be.

Did you ever consider changing your major?
“No. I looked into other majors before I
declared graphic design, but it’s pretty much
been that way since.”
What’s the most rewarding part of the major
you’ve chosen?
“Getting to be able to create something
from nothing and to be able to visualize what
other people can’t put down on paper.”

Where are you from?
“I’m from here in Davie, Florida.”
What are you involved in on campus?
“I am the president of the Commuter
Student Organization, and then I also work in
Student Affairs in the marketing department.”
Why did you choose to be a graphic design
major and what do you do?
“Through middle school and high school, I
was really involved in my art classes and clubs,
and I came here and really wasn’t sure what I
wanted to go in. Then I started taking some
classes, and it just felt like the right fit for me.
I work with print material like creating posters
and fliers, business cards, logos.”
Why did you choose NSU and do you think
NSU has helped you improve your craft?
“I wanted a close college [to home], but I
also really fell in love with the campus. Going
in, I had an art background, but I didn’t have any
background in graphic designing or any of the
programs that we use. So I really came in from
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Senior Jennifer Hicks plans to get a job in design.

nothing almost. I definitely learned a lot, and the
professors are really helpful.”
What do you find most challenging about
your major?
“Having to work with people. People have
an idea of what they want, but a lot of times, they
can’t communicate that. So we have to figure out
a way to represent that and to get that idea out of
their head… in a way that looks good but is also
what they want.”

“Cabaret”
Jan. 10-22
@Au-Rene Theater, Broward
Center for the Performing Arts
“Domestic Animals”
Jan. 13-22
@ Palm Beach Dramaworks, 201
Clematis St., West Palm Beach, FL
Golden Dragon Acrobats
Jan. 18 | 7:30 p.m.
@Coral Springs Center for the Arts

What do you hope to be after graduation?
“I hope to eventually get a job designing in
a company. I’m looking into Disney internships,
so it would be cool if I could get a job there.”

moe.
Jan. 19 | 8 p.m.
@Revolution Live

Do you have a favorite artist?
“One of my favorite artists in general is
Norman Rockwell. He does a lot of paintings,
and I also do paintings and drawings.”

“Titanic: The Musical”
Jan. 19 – Feb. 5
@Amaturo Theater, Broward Center
for the Performing Arts

What’s your biggest accomplishment thus
far in your career or education?
“I won a couple awards in the Student
Juried Show the last two years. It’s an art show
that is in the gallery in the UC. Students submit
work and then they get juried into the show.
A few are picked for first, second and third,
different awards.”

Tunes ‘N Trucks Concert: Soul
Circus Cowboys
Jan. 20 | 6-9 p.m.
@Sunrise Civic Center
Amphitheater
The Comedy Get Down
Jan. 21 | 8 p.m.
@BB&T Center
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SOUNDBITE
“Pink Season” by Pink Guy
By: Adam DeRoss
The internet is home to a lot of questionable
content, ranging from uncomfortable to
downright disturbing. People create this content
for a variety of reasons. Some do it for satirical
purposes, some do it to offend people and some
do it, simply, because they enjoy watching
people squirm. However, someone like George
Miller does it for all three reasons.
Aside from producing music under the
name “Joji,” Miller has built quite the impressive
fan base on YouTube with just over 4 million
subscribers on his channel “TVFilthyFrank.” On
the channel, he plays many ridiculous characters
for the purposes of idiotic and gross-out humor,
as well as satirical commentary on various
issues.
Miller’s most popular character, however,
is Pink Guy. He is essentially just Miller in a
pink morphsuit with the face cut out, but the
character is extremely socially inept. Despite
this, Pink Guy also produces very well-made
music, rapping and singing very eloquently.
After uploading a few joke videos of Pink Guy
performing, Miller’s fans requested more, which
eventually led to Miller releasing two full-length
albums as Pink Guy. The second record, “Pink
Season,” was released on Jan. 4 and was so
popular that it reached the #2 top album spot
on iTunes. The production on the album is
impressive with a mixture of alternative lofi rap and hip-hop, as well as ukulele ballads.

By: The Current Staff

“Pink Season” consists of crude but well-written and often satirical lyrics.

The record features a few guest producers such
as Josh Pan, Misogi and Holder. The lyrics are
crude, offensive and often disturbing, but most
of the 35 tracks on the record are well-written
satirical pieces about controversial topics.
The content of Miller’s lyrics on the record
varies in complexity and thought. Most tracks
tackle a controversial issue in an even more
controversial context, while some are simply
intended to get a quick laugh out of the audience.
“Please Stop Calling Me Gay,” for example,
challenges the idea that many mainstream
rappers use homophobic lyrics or slurs in their
music even if they aren’t homophobic. The
beat is a repetitive, growling bass line with
intermittent trap snares and hi-hats. Pink Guy
raps over this beat stating and swearing that he

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM A. DEROSS

isn’t homosexual over and over again in various
different wordings. While the song is very
simple, it’s an effective way to bring the issue
into light, as many rappers employ similar lines
in their songs to “prove” their masculinity.
“I Will Get a Vasectomy” begins with
a short foreword of Pink Guy dedicating the
song to kids and teens between 12 and 17
years of age. He then proceeds to sing about
how stupid he believes kids of the millennial
generation are getting and how he would prefer
if they stayed far away from him over a calming
ukulele progression. There are many jokes and
satirical articles detailing the various issues of
the millennial generation, but Miller takes the
opportunity here to plainly express his disdain
for them in a less serious context.

The album also contains a few “food raps”
such as “Rice Balls” and “Fried Noodles.” The
lyrics don’t always relate to the foods but the
music videos accompanying these songs feature
Pink Guy cooking whatever food the title
names in unconventionally gross ways. “Trap
Dumplings” is the best out of these “food raps”
included on the album and features a creative
beat by Holder. It uses the sounds of clanging
cookware to form the percussion with some deep
bass while Pink Guy performs a rap comparing
other rappers to the dumplings he’s cooking.
While throwaway humor tracks are nothing
new to Pink Guy’s records, there are just a few
too many on this one. Tracks like “Goofy’s Trial,”
“I Have a Gun,” and “Meme Machine” all keep
up with the humor fans can expect, but don’t
really add much to the overall experience. The
album’s impressive 35 song track list becomes a
little less impressive when 6-7 of them are these
short, inconsequential joke tracks.
Regardless of its few shortcomings, “Pink
Season” is a well-done album that deserves all
of the attention it has been getting from fans
and music critics alike. Even if the content on
the record is controversial and may or may not
be taken too seriously by listeners, it shows that
crude, humorous music can be a very effective
avenue for delivering satirical arguments.
Judging from the album’s success, it’s only a
matter of time before Filthy Frank releases an
even filthier third record that his fans will most
definitely look forward to.

Staff picks: Favorite Broadway musical

Musicals are one of the very few allinclusive forms of art, and they are fun,
emotional and interesting to watch. From the
talented acting to the amazing dance breaks,
here are some of our favorite musicals.
Danielle Pucillo, multimedia manager, said,
“The Lion King.”
“The Lion King” is my favorite Broadway
musical. I have always had a passionate interest
in zoology and geography, so naturally I loved
the animated film as a child. But the Broadway
musical brings the vibrant horizon of the
African plains to life and lends the characters an
anthropomorphic charm. I’m very fond of some
of the historical and religious references in the
show. I personally see some religious parallels
in “He Lives in You,” which is my favorite song
from the musical.
Jacqueline Lytle, co-editor-in-chief, said,
“Hairspray.”
While I haven’t seen many Broadway
musicals to truly have a favorite, one I
absolutely loved both onstage and on-screen
was “Hairspray.” Following a spunky, plus-sized
teenager named Tracy Turnblad in 1962, the
musical extends the message of acceptance to all
audiences. With a dream to dance on The Corny
Collins Show, Tracy learns dance moves from
a group of African-American students while in
detention. These new moves land her a spot on
TV, and she quickly becomes a star, advocating
for racial integration on Corny’s show. The Tony
Award-winning musical is bright and inspiring,
as we watch a ridiculed nobody become an
influential somebody who wants equality for all.
Grace Ducanis, co-editor-in-chief, said, “Bye
Bye Birdie.”
Although “Wicked” comes in at a close
second, no other musical is as entertaining
and nostalgic to me as “Bye Bye Birdie.” This
musical, which was based on the story of Elvis
Presley’s draft into the army in 1957, never fails

to dazzle with crooning 50s tunes, outdated
teenage slang and flashy dance sequences.
Though the high school girls of Sweet Apple,
Ohio will have to say goodbye to Conrad Birdie,
“Bye Bye Birdie” is one show I’ll never say
goodbye to.
Aidan Rivas, visual design assistant, said,
“Shrek the Musical.”
I say this half as a joke, but I’m completely
serious. If you love the movie Shrek, which
everyone does and should, you will love the
musical. It’s essentially the same story, but with
unnecessary additions like skeletal dancers
performing a song with Dragon, who sings like
Diana Ross. It was a pleasure the whole way
through, and I couldn’t wipe the smile off my
face.
Brianna Walker, assistant news editor intern,
said, “Hairspray.”
While I haven’t seen Hairspray on
Broadway, I love the movie version with
John Travolta, Zac Efron and Nikki Blonsky.
Hairspray is definitely one for the books because
of its ability to present various societal issues
such as race, body image and self-conformity but
not overshadow the comedic and upbeat feeling
of the film. The musical follows an overweight,
star-struck and quirky Tracy Turnblad, creating
a character that everyone can relate to. The
film also features catchy songs, a blond Queen
Latifah and a cross-dressing John Travolta.
What more can you ask for?
Carli Lutz, chief of visual design, said, “West
Side Story.”
One of my favorite musicals is “West Side
Story.” West Side Story was inspired by the
story of “Romeo and Juliet,” but it is set in New
York and the lovers are associated with rival
gangs. It’s a beautiful love story with a lot of
great songs and, to be honest, I’ve been obsessed
with it since I was a little girl because it was the
first musical I saw. Sometimes when I’m getting

ready for work I’ll sing “I Feel Pretty” to myself
in the mirror, and I am not ashamed.
Ben Underhill, arts and entertainment
editor, said, “Nice Work if You Can Get it.”
Lovingly referred to by me and my cast
mates as “Nice Work,” this musical was my
senior year show during high school. The entire
musical is based around music by George
Gershwin and is set during the Prohibition. The
show is so funny to watch and even be backstage
for, with its subtle innuendos and in-your-face
numbers. I loved dancing to and singing the
catchy swing songs like “Fascinating Rhythm”
and “I’ve Got to Be There Reprise,” all while
watching a dramatic comedy unfold.
Rachael Hirstein, news editor, said,
“Phantom of the Opera.”
“The Phantom of the Opera” is my absolute
favorite musical. I watched the movie first, then
saw the show in Chicago for the first time in
2014. It was the greatest moment of my life. I
will never get tired of hearing the theme song
or my favorite song, “The Music of the Night.”
Every single piece of music composed for this
musical was, and still is, flawlessly gorgeous
and dramatic, and the set design is breathtaking.
I hope to be visited by “the angel of music” one
day so I can sing as beautifully as Christine
Daaé.
Nicole Chavannes, copy editor, said “Les
Misérables.”
Although I have yet to see it on stage, the
film version of “Les Misérables” is my favorite
Broadway musical. Although it’s a sad story, I
love how raw and emotional it is, and I think the
decision to have the actors sing their songs live
for the film was genius. Each take was different,
giving the actors freedom to experiment with
their portrayal of the songs and allowing for
more emotional performances. I enjoy films
and art in general that pull at my heartstrings
and make me feel something, even if it’s sad or
unpleasant.

Jenna Kopec, features editor, said
“Cabaret.”
I had never seen a Broadway musical
until recently. I have to say, “Cabaret” is one
spectacular show. My favorite song from the
piece is definitely “Maybe This Time.” Despite
the humor that lies throughout the production,
there are a lot of layers and depth to the script
and characters. In terms of a well-planned script
and plot, you can’t ask for much more. If you’re
into cool comedic reliefs, risqué everything
and a dark ending, hit me up and we’ll watch
“Cabaret” together.
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Seriously Kidding

“Uninvolved” students aren’t
uninvolved

a satire column

By: Grace Ducanis

Biden and Obama to go to Vegas after
the Inauguration
By: Steven Wang
President Obama has officially served his
two terms of presidency. The man in the White
House is on his way out Jan. 20, handing over the
reins to president-elect Donald Trump. But what
will he do then, when he’s no longer responsible
for a country and the 319 million people in it?
“I’m going to take a break,” he said when
asked. “I need some time off. I deserve it.” His
vice president and close friend Joe Biden echoed
this sentiment.
“Yeah, me and Barack had to basically
fight our way through these past eight years,”
said Vice President Biden. “I’m tired and so is
he. We need some bro-time after dealing with
the Republicans in Congress for so long. Trust
me, having to handle that for eight years does
things to people.”
Obama said he and Biden will be going
on a weeklong trip to Las Vegas as soon as the
inauguration is over.
“Once I am no longer in control of the
situation, I’m out,” Obama said. “They’re
all Donald’s problems now. I just want to go
and forget it all, and where else is better than
Vegas?” President Obama explained it was his
turn to relax and Donald Trump’s turn to feel the
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stress of the presidency. It’s a job, Obama states,
that will show the man how brutal the highest
seat of office really is.
“Maybe he’ll go gray like me,” said Obama.
“Nine years ago, I looked young and energetic,
and now I’m an old man. Maybe time in Vegas
can restore that youth, and then Biden and I can
watch as Donald goes from orange to gray.”
When asked about their wives’ thoughts
on their week-long trip to Vegas, Vice President
Biden said, “We didn’t tell them. There’s a level
of secrecy that the president and vice president
have to maintain on certain issues, even when
we’re out of office. This definitely counts as
one of those ‘highly classified’ types of things.
National security and all, you understand?”
What do the two men plan to do? Obama
said that he wanted to try his hand at poker since
the high stakes, high pressure environment of the
game makes it “just like dealing with Congress.”
Joe Biden, on the other hand, said he would
like to try to hit the jackpot on a slot machine.
“Maybe it’ll help put a dent in the national debt,”
the vice president joked.
The two men refused to divulge where
specifically they will be going in Vegas and
what their itinerary is for the week. According to
Obama, some things are best left unsaid.

For Razor’s Edge students, this year’s 25th
annual “Anything That Floats” Raft Race was
particularly challenging, as if trying to cross
a lake in a handmade raft wasn’t challenging
enough. They were required to form teams
for their rafts that included a number of
“uninvolved” students, which didn’t include
students who had jobs on campus.
While there’s nothing wrong with wanting
to engage students with certain aspects of campus
life, NSU’s continual push to get more students
involved may have the unintended effect of
criminalizing the students that apparently need
more involving.
NSU’s reasoning is relatively sound.
Studies by the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) link student involvement
to student retention. If students are involved,
they will want to stay, which is better for NSU’s
growth. However, the issue lies with what seem
to be NSU’s beliefs about student involvement
and what it means to be “uninvolved.” NSU’s
definition of involvement is much narrower than
the NSSE’s definition of involvement.
The NSSE has come up with 10
engagement indicators organized into four
distinct themes: academic challenge, learning
with peers, experiences with faculty and campus
environment. NSU’s campus club, raft race,

cheerleading version of involvement doesn’t
seem to fit well within the NSSE’s version of
involvement. It’s much too simplistic. The truth
is, involvement among students is just as diverse
as NSU itself. Involvement is not as easy as
signing up for the campus chess club.
Commuter students and non-traditional
students may not be as likely to go to the
homecoming bash or join a student club, but they
shouldn’t be labeled “uninvolved.” They don’t
need to fit NSU’s vision of the consummately
involved student to engage with faculty and with
their classmates, to be challenged academically
or to feel supported and at home at the university.
Some students may not be able to join SEABoard or SGA or another organization because
they have other obligations, and calling them
“uninvolved” is alienating. Other students may
just not enjoy the kind of involvement that NSU
feels is so necessary.
Ultimately, NSU students are paying for
their time at NSU. If they want to join a club
or organization, that’s their choice. And if they
don’t, they shouldn’t be made to feel like they’re
not as much a part of the university as students
who choose differently. Involvement is about
feeling connected to and invested in NSU, and
there’s more than one way to go about it.
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Men should care about Planned Parenthood

@ActualBenU
As the Republicans dominate both the
Executive and Legislative branches of the
federal government, talks have begun again
about defunding Planned Parenthood because
it provides abortions for women. Planned
Parenthood is funded through the Title X Family
Planning Program, a government grant program
that helps family planning and prevention, and
Medicaid coverage. Multiple advocacy groups
that support Planned Parenthood, often called
pro-choice, and those against it, often called
pro-life, have risen to either oppose or support
the new legislation. Throughout the ordeal, a
question arose: what do men have to lose?
Morally, it is logical for men to want
to support women by providing safe access
to affordable healthcare. Oftentimes, these
services are offered in low-income areas and
are potentially the only affordable healthcare
available. If an impoverished girl becomes
pregnant unexpectedly, it could lead to a lifetime
of poverty for her since she would need to take
care of her child financially. A father should
want his daughter to have the opportunity to
succeed in life, whether it is by pursuing higher
education, joining the workforce or military
or something else. Planned Parenthood helps

prevent unwanted pregnancies, thus, helping
people plan a family when they are in a stable
place to do so.
Despite unpopular opinion, Planned
Parenthood provides more than just abortion
services. They provide sexually-transmitted
disease (STD) testing, contraceptives and cancer
screenings, just to name a few. These services,
which men do benefit from, allow for a healthy
sex life and help stop preventable diseases,
especially in areas with poor sexual education.
For example, according to ABC news, in 2015
an outbreak of chlamydia hit a Texas high school
that did not teach sexual education. Planned
Parenthood has the proper tools necessary to
help students easily overcome the STD outbreak
at a reasonable cost.
Funding Planned Parenthood makes the
lives of millions of women easier. According to
Planned Parenthood’s website, only three percent
of their services are abortion, while 80 percent are
services meant to prevent unwanted pregnancies.
Ironically for those against abortion, if Planned
Parenthood is defunded, fewer women would
have access to safe contraceptives, meaning it
is possible more abortions would occur due to
unwanted pregnancies. Part of being a decent
person, man or woman, is wanting a woman to
be independent, and affordable healthcare is one

way to do so.
Aside from the moral considerations,
defunding Planned Parenthood has many
frightening political implications that affect
both sexes. The Hyde Amendment, which
was passed in 1976, states that federal funding
cannot be used for abortion services, except in
the case of rape, incest or if the mother’s life is in
danger. This law has repeatedly been referenced
during attempts to defund Planned Parenthood.
Although Planned Parenthood provides abortion
services outside of those requirements, when the
state permits, of course, they follow the Hyde
Amendment’s requirements and use non-federal
funds in such cases.
Despite this, lawmakers are still adamant
about revoking funding simply because Planned
Parenthood provides abortions. The political
implication is that it sets a dangerous precedent
that lawmakers can defund programs if that
program provides a service the lawmaker does
not like, even if the government does not fund
that specific service. Man or woman, no one
should want a politician to pass legislation for
no legitimate reason.
On top of this precedent, a recent incident
regarding Speaker of the House Paul Ryan brings
a note of fear to our political system. According
to the Huffington Post, on Jan. 6, 2017, women’s

healthcare advocates brought 87,000 petition
signatures asking Speaker of the House Paul
Ryan not to defund Planned Parenthood. They
were met by Capitol police blocking their
entrance, which is out of the ordinary. Once they
were escorted in, there was another oddity. They
found out Ryan’s door was locked and he was
not accepting walk-ins or drop-offs.
This incident sets yet another dangerous
precedent. America was founded on the rights
of the people to assemble and petition the
government. Not allowing these activists to
deliver petitions not only infringed on their
First Amendment right to petition, but it also
made it seem OK to ignore the people in future
cases. Whether or not you agree with Planned
Parenthood or abortion, the rights both men and
women possess are essential. It may start with
Planned Parenthood activists being denied their
rights, but once it starts, where does it stop?
Planned Parenthood is one of the most
important affordable healthcare providers in the
country. Men have a stake in the company when
it comes to the healthcare it provides, as well as
the connotations of the decisions of lawmakers
trying to stop it. Men need to stand with Planned
Parenthood and the ideals it stands for.

What are your academic goals for the year?

SHARK SPEAK
“My academic goals are to get a

“To stay above a 2.0 average.

“To get on the dean’s list…which

“My academic goals for the

“Keeping a planner is something

“I want to practice better

4.0 GPA and be eligible to take

Just to get by, basically. I guess,

is a 3.8 [GPA] or above. It looks

year are to finish my final two

that would help to keep my

study habits, practice better

all of my science courses, so I

academically, just to stay eligible.

good for medical school. High

classes for the program, to finish

schedule from becoming

time management and avoid

can be on the right track to go to

As far as making connections, I’m

GPAs for medical school are

my first year of seeing clients at

disorganized, so I want to avoid

procrastinating. This year, I’d like

medical school on time. Medical

a business major, so getting to

always good.”

my practicum site and hopefully

being stressed. I also want to eat

to be more confident in myself

school requires a 4.0 all the time,

know people and interacting with

have at least two book chapters

healthier and get fit.”

and remember to stop comparing

and I got a 3.7 last semester, so I

all different types of people is my

always want to upgrade.”

main focus. I do a lot of music,
so my [goal] is just to get to know

- Krystal Lloyd, anyone who’s creative and try

freshman biology major to help them in my ventures and
form my own.”

- Malique Elder,

junior business marketing major

- Kaylin Huitsing, in a psycho-neuro immunology

sophomore behavioral textbook.”
neuroscience major

- Tory Toole,

third year clinical

psychology student

myself to others.”
- Treycy Romeus,

undecided freshman major

- Murielle Cayemitte,

sophomore biology major
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Interested in a career in water resources management,
public land management or conservation?

Apply now to

FIU’s Professional Science Master in
Environmental Policy and Management
Meet with program faculty and staff at one of our monthly open houses
to learn about curriculum and admissions.
Visit psmepm.fiu.edu for the full open house schedule.

305-348-5470 | psmepm@fiu.edu
School of Environment, Arts and Society

